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he KENYON COLLEGI
A Jour1tal of Stu~ent Opinion
Gambier. Ohio - September 24. 19S5
AND THEY'RE OFF!
Frosh Play Hard To Rush
An entering class of 240 freshmen and transfers from parts as
distant as Baumholder, Germany and Mount Vernon, Ohio picked
its way through the rubble to find Gambier on Wednesday, Sep-
tember 8.
THE LARGEST class in the
Wl'ther Rush? history of the college, the classof 1969 settled comfortably in
The attitude of complacency this college town. Leading awe-
thot normally oc:cupift the frater_ struck parents, they sniffed at all
niUes at this time of the year has the local landmarks and impa;
been replaced by a mood of funer- tiently posed on the library steps
1;11 pessimism. The reo:son for this with mama while papa focused
fever is the inordinately low the Rolliflex. Later on, the par.
pledge harvel>t foreshadowed by ental attachments dismissed,
the freshman clan's aptrthetic at. sometimes tearfully, they turned
tendance at rush parties. to one another and exchanged gee-
Like the capacity of the New graphical indentities:
YOt'kresevoirs, the rush tcrke has One pale, bespectaled fresh ,
spiraled unnoticE!l:lblyin the past man, new-bought pipe clenched
thzee years, Last year, the per- assertively in mouth, confronting
cenJaqe to join fraternities num; fellow sixty-niner in bookstore;
bered '83% of the freshman class. "Hi. Where are you from."
Concemed officials of the .arious His classmate, non-plussed:
frtrternities and administration "Oh, I'm from New York, from
fiqures predict that this year's re- Brooklyn." The pip e-s m 0 k e r:
spcnse may fcrll below that: ratio. "That's funny. You don't talk
Deem Edwardll, at a meeting of Brooklyn."
the Inter.fraternity Committee Classmate: "Well, sometimes I
ecdier this week. warned the fra- lapse into a Massachusetts accent.
temity presidents to expect a tow, You see my mother's from .... "
er percentage this year _ possibly The formal opening of Orten,
below 60%. tation Week was marked Wednas,
Not unaware of the crisis. the day night with a grandiose "con,
fraternity presidents immediately vening banquet", in which the
dramatized their ceaeem in c freshmen, led by Professor Frank
series of meetinqs held in the Lendrim of the Music Department,
past week. A popular opinion held jawed their way through several
at these qatherlnqs was the belief of the forgotten favorites _ "99",
that the freshman's lack of inter. "Kckosing", and the ever-popular
est may have resulted from se•. "Philander Chase." With this ra,
(Coniinued on page 3) ther vague foundation, they were
prepared for the welcoming add.
ress, delivered this year, as it was
last, by Professor Gerrit Roelofs
of the English Department.
Professor Roelofs was introduced
by Mr. Tracy SCUdder, College
Admissions Director, who depicted
the speaker as "a man of great
zest and enthusiasm for life." To
enhance this point, Mr. Scudder
pointed to Professor Roelofs' bi_
cycle endurance record.
In a speech that rang with high
reverence for the academic tra,
dition, Professor Roelofs began by
laying a sufficient groundwork of
historical fact to validate Ken;
yon's position of excellence. Em.
phasizing the "tradition of humane
learning," Roelofs said, "In the
four, few precious years you have
at Kenyon, each one of you, I
trust, will sense with pride the
viability of this tradition . . . ,
the institutions and customs which
foster it, and you will gladly en.
deavor both here at Kenyon and
elsewhere after you have been
graduated, to perpetuate it 10 your
posterity by whatever contribu.
tion of time, talent, and money
you can make, for once you have
been admitted to the fellowship
of the liberal arts and the Three
Philosophies, you will be unable
to forget or lightly dismiss your
inheritance."
01. XCII
brary, Saga Foods
skCouncil's Opinion
by DrrveHoster
A SERIES OF RECOMMEN·
TIONS to librarian Edward
,jntzwas among major actions
kenrecently by the Student
unci!.
Also highlighting the :neet~.g
ld Sept. 20 was a surprise VISIt
, Saga Bill Boyer, dictator-in-
ief of the Kenyon kitchen.
THE MAIN RECOMMENDA-
n under discussion in the Ii-
ary action was the use and pes-
le assignment of study carrels.
uippedwith 74 carrels, the li-
ary cannot accommodate the
lirestudent body on a perman-
I assignmentbasis. Such assign-
nt is desirable because it is by
r moreconvenient to a student,
rticularlywhen he is writing a
per, to leave a set of books in
e library, rather than carrying
em back to the dorm.
Firstproposed was a system
ichwould reserve 25 carrels to
dents,with senior honors can-
datesreceiving top priority. At,
discussion,this motion was
Ihdrawn in favor of a system
II' employedby librarian Heintz.
(Continued on paqe 8)
Roelofs invokes hooven and earth in welcome speech
A FOGGY DAY IN LUND-EN TOWN
THE FORMAL OPENING of the 142nd College year was held be-
fore an unusually large audience last Tuesday morning in the new-
ly refurbished Rosse Hall.
FOLLOWING an impressive, if
somewhat disordered, academic
procession, the new college Chap-
lin, Mr. Donald L. Rogan, deliver-
ed the traditional invocation. Dean
Bruce Haywood then announced
the divisional averages and awar-
ded the' Scholarship Award to the
Archon fraternity of South Hanna
Hall - recipients for the second
consecutive year.
THE MAJOR ADDRESS of the
morning was that of President F.
Edward Lund, who sweepingly
distinguished the roles of the stu-
dents, faculty, and administration
in the Kenyon environment.
Warning that any confusion of
these roles can only hinder the
r growth of a strong Kenyon, Presi-
dent Lund called for a return to
the model of the "class collegium,
where students studied, teachers
taught and necessary administra-
tion was administered."
RECALLING last Spring's in-
surrection over the plugging of
Philander Chase's well (since mar-
ked by a plaque ambiguously in.
scribed "Philander Chase Well;
1824 - 1965"), the President ob-
served that, like "the riots at
UCLA" (he may have meant Ber-
keley), these are but a fad of ourIt's been a great summer for greater Gambier. In a wave of con-
generation, a latterday goldfish.ucHonthe community has surged toward fulfilling its ideal of a swallowing, inspired by a few
ral arts community. Stimulated by the growth of the College
reckless hotheads and the fantasy
d the spectre of the new women's institution, Gambier has en- of the "idiot tube." Dr. Lund cited
reda summer that began with the chirping of locusts, dragged on
TV as an accomplice in the
the whining of buzz-saws, and ended with the ominous rumbling crime, remarking, "This idiot box
the bulldozer.
can have the effect of opium."
ading the parade of achieve- World's Most Passionate Woman." ATTEMPTING to define a gen-
nts was the massive reconstruc~ Interrupted, he deftly slid Lola era1 role for contemporary man,
n of Scenic Route 229 from under his seat and noting that he, the President indicated deviated
tintVernon to the foot of Col- too, was a College Man, began to do-gooders with some heavy
eHilL In a project delayed by relate the lore of 229. words. Said he: "There are too
id conservationists, obstreper_ It seems that politics had reared many wild men who dash madly
s homeowners,and vandals de- its ugly head down in Columbus around the world attending to
ibed by some as vicious and and that the tar lobby - yes, Vir· God's bUsiness, when they should
rs as ingenious, the meander- gioia, there is a tar lobby - had tend their own." He urged the
countryroad, scene of some of forced the use of a tar compound students to contain themselves in
tralOhio'smost spectacular ac- to pave the Scenic Route in place a rigorous discipline of study that
ents,has been transformed into of the more customary asphalt. will enable them to mature into
atone local officer termed, with Surprisingly enough the tar sub- a true community of scholars.
leamin his eye, "Manl A real stance was slightly more expen- MORE EXPLICITLY, President
eWay." sive and, as a result, the project Lund revealed plans for future
pite the noxious fumes em- exhausted its funds, bringing the alterations at Kenyon. He specu-
ating from the freshly tarred improvement to an abrupt halt at lated that the coordinate woman's
d, Wemanaged a conversation the foot of the Hill. From this college would begin abuilding "in
Ih the genial local acting as a point on the road has been merely the next three or four years."
etirne inspeclor for the Ohio resurfaced and is "steeper, if any_ THE PRESIDENT also noted
hway department. Slouched thing" according to the good in· that the possibility of establish-
rnIortablyin his jaunty, canary· spector. The tar is also more dif- ing much-needed departments of
oredpickup, we came upon him ficult to work, being highly corro- anthropology and sociology at
flecting Midni.qht magazine sive to the skin. Finding men to Kenyon was being looked. into
d, rnore partcularly, "Lola, the (Continued on pave 6) (Continued on page 8)
FRESHMEN IN WONDERLAND
by Anthony J. LoBello
Last week two-hundred-thirty-
seven freshmen came to Kenyon
College. This week two hundred
thirty-seven freshmen are learn-
ing the difference between Ken,
yon College and the Kenyon Cata-
logue. It may be hard for some.
Our illusions (and we all had
them) are no more. We are not
in Minerva's sanctuary; this col-
lege is not a monastery. Instead,
we find ourselves in a community,
a community of brains (Roelofs),
people (Edwards), more people
(Dorothy), and mammoth moths.
However, it is really not so bad a
place.
College had been an idea. Now
that it is a fact we find it less
idealistic. If we are to prosper
here, our outlook must change.
Preconceived notions must give
way to the true state of affairs,
Which, of course, does not mean
that we should adopt a passive
attitude. Instead, we adapt our-
selves to those things incapable of
change, - and mold everything
else to our own liking.
Our fust impressions were, by
necessity, unfavorable. They up_
set the mental paper houses we
had built for protection, But im_
pressions are ftuid, and the change
that takes place when we realize
we cre Kenyon College rather
than we are in Kenyon College is
the first step in the right direc-
tion. We sleep and eat here as
well as study. Ubi bene. ibl pat.
'ai.
We are not alone in our dilem-
na. Our search for purposes is
not an isolated or unique evenl
When we have resolved.this ques_
tion, we can then stand ready to
take the advice of the psalmist,
"This is a time the Lord has made;
let us rejoice and be glad in it."
ambier: Eve of Construction
by Mark Savin and Richard Lee
Exploiting an obvious parallel
with Milton's Paradise Lost, Pro_
fessor Roelofs gave an account of
the early schisms that beset the
college and eventually resulted in
the reluctant departure from Ken_
yon of its founder, Bishop Phi_
lander Chase. In what some ob_
servers interpreted as a SUbtle
warning to overzealous adminis_
trators, the speaket' characterized.
Bishop Chase thusly: ". .. the
magnanimous but overbearing
founder of our college, had a ten.
(Coutilluect OD paqe 8)
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Kling of the Road
Though it is not within our pale to take violent exception to
the modus operandi of that venerated figure, the EXPERT, we
feel justified in excoriating him when his activties determine
our severe discomfort. The target this week is the learn'd
architect Vincent Kling, whose reassemblage of the Gambier
landscape we find extremely slipshod.
Mr. Kling, besides being an architect of renown, is a mem-
ber of that professionally insensitive-genus, the city planners.
He hails from Philadelphia, a town which Le Corbusier called
"a banal agregatton" and to which Mr. Kling has contributed
many nice settings. Like his fellow city-planners, Mr. Kling
expresses an obsession with space and nature. Whatever he
builds, it seems, must approximate parkland; to Hell with
convenience.
We imagine that Mr. Kling waxed rhapsodic on his initial
acquaintance with the verdant esplanade that highlights the
Hill, for in his plan for the new upperclass dormitory, he has
instructed his contractor to continue the greenery by erasing
all those offensive, but convenient, parking lots that once
st~od in ready access by Old Kenyon and Leonard Halls. As
parking space is an essential utility in any college community,
Mr. Kling has provided us with a new parking lot, located
somewhere below the Shaffer pool on a once-untrammeled
green slope.
What of the road that at one time ran directly behind Old
Kenyon, enabling residents of that dormitory to make easy
deliveries of luggage and other necessities of collegiate exist-
ence? Well, the noted architect, inspired by the vision of a
quadrangle (Yes! Just like Harvard') between the new dorms
and Old Kenyon, has looped the thoroughfare around behind
the new dorms, providing the inhabitants of Old Kenyon with
a healthy walk to and from their temporarily parked automo-
biles.
In case we have frightened post-card-minded aesthetes,
let us affirm that we do have respect for someone bent on
beautifying our environs. But we have only tired contempt
for anyone who dogmatically sentimentalizes nature at the
expense of plain human needs. We will excuse the aesthetic
malignancy of a parking lot when it makes our life that much
easier.
Mr. Kling might have profited had he lent ear to the coun-
sel of Jane Jacobs, the blood nemesis of all contemporary city
planners. In her provocative work, The Death and Life of
Great American Cities, Mrs. Jacobs inveighs virulently against
those who regard nature as a pacifier, easily manipulated for
the sake of psychological happiness. She says inferentially
of Mr. Kling: " ... once people begin looking at nature as if
it were a nice big St. Bernard dog for children, what can
be more natural than the desire to bring this sentimental pet
into the city (substitute: the Hill) too, so the city might get
some nobility, purity, and beneficence by association?"
We forsee future campus motorists tramping over Mr.
Kling's handsome courtyard on the half-mile hike to their
vehicles, and muttering maledictions against the agressively
aesthetic Philadelphian. -R.G.F.
KENYON COLLEGIAN
Whether Rush
THE FOCUS of a freshman's attention in the fall is upon
academic achievement. He has worked hard to get into the
college; his parents sent 'him off wishing him well and ad-
monishing him to study hard; he is impressed with the im-
posing academic milieu in which he finds himself. Naturally
his social problems-what friends to make, where he will live
as an upperclassman, what he will do in his leisure time-are
of secondary concern.
But soon the single-minded concern with matters academic
gives way to a natural need for social contact. It becomes
obvious that one does not get his education in vacuo, but
rather one LIVES in Gambier as well. Living together with
one's friends is essential to achieving academic goals.
A fraternity is simply a place in which to live. The fra-
ternity division is a structured social unit. The physical floors
and room alone do not define the essential character of a fra-
ternity, for life in a non-fraternity division. or dorm is chaotic,
fragmented, solitary, and alienating. New physical surround-
ings, as freshmen expect to find in the new dorms, .,.)hI not
alone insure congenial living conditions.
FRESHMEN SHOULD not be encumbered by misconcep-
tions they may hold about fraternities. Kenyon's system is
unusual, for the fraternities are housed in college dormitories,
and share a commons. Parties are open. The usual charges
of the provincial fraternity viewpoint or deleterious campus
factionalism simply do not apply here. Every fraternity man
will frankly admit that no one takes ritual or fraternal mys-
tic bonds seriously anymore. These went out with raccoon
coats, hip flasks, and, we might add, with physical abuse. Haz-
ing is not practiced anymore. Fraternity life, it is charged
is just not conducive to the academically oriented student.
This is false. One look at the division grade averages will
prove this point.
A FRATERNITY IS NOT a unified group of indivduals
dedicated to some greater common goal, in spite of the high
sounding plaques that adorn the walls of some lounges. Rather
fraternities are naturally composed of smaller groups of two,
or three or more, who become fast and close friends. It is
from these associations that the satisfactions of lasting friend-
ship develop.
This is not to say that there is no distinctive character to
each fraternity. Men in a single fraternity share a common
stance toward Kenyon and their environment. Among such
a group, the unpleasant experiences at Kenyon at least sef;"m
more palatable. And for the freshman, confined by his own
background, the close associations within a fraternity, with
the older juniors and seniors, afford a chance to press back
the limits of that confinement. And it is an unavoidable fact
of life that the organized social actvity on the campus, such as
it is, is run by fraternities. Being a guest is distinctly differ-
ent from being a member.
HOWEVER what is seen at rush, the party, is really only a
secondary function of the fraternity. Rush itself is an artificial,
hurried process. What is of first importance is considering
which place one wants to live for the next three years - what
friend one wll have what experiences one will endure
and enjoy. For this is much a part of the richness of one's
experience as his course of study.
CLEARLY, to make a wise decision - or even a fair one _
requires weighing carefully all the alternatives. Some fresh-
men have simply avoided or ignored the rush. But in making
such a signal decision as this, a freshman owes it to himself
to at least come down to the Hill, to consider the different
ways of living. An ineluctable, frightening feature of the
freshman's life is that he must make his own decisions - and
live with his own mistakes. -F. S. L.
-C.S.M.
SELF-HELP UNDER WAY
When Kenyon's educationalists
meet their counterparts from less
impoverished institutions in the
groves of academe, they can now
boast about their very own stu-
dent-based charity: the Kenyon
Self~Help Committee.
The main purpose of the com-
mittee, which was formed eight
months ago, is to raise funds for
small but necessary items not in-
cluded in the College's tight
budget. So far, it has collected
$2,800.
The group does not seek dona,
tions from students and parents.
Rather, it requests that they ex-
ercise their influence with busi-
nessmen who might be interested
and able to contribute to the pro-
gram. Thus, though the commit-
tee maintains a list of needed
items, it has no specific goals and
no set budget.
The organization was originaUy
founded by Mr. Edmund Hecht,
chairman of the German Dept.,
its present head is Barry M.
Bergh, '66.
SEPTEMBER 24, \96
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Projects Fund
THE SPECIAL PROJECT
FUND COMMITTEE, newly
tablished by the Student Coun~i
will begin operations this Sern
ter. According to the commit
chairman, Mr. A. Denis Baly, th
first meeting of the committee IV"
take place early in OctOber,wi
the final date for financial re
quests for the first semester bein
set at September 30.
The committee, which admin
isters up to $3,999 annually. II'
begun, in the words of its found
er Dixie Long, '65, "with the PUT
pose of adding new dimenSionst
student activities, ideas whichar
well-conceived and which hal.
relevance in a liberal arts rGl
lege."
AMONG THE PROJECTS SU!
geated in the council discUilSU!
last year were special lectUrl
film festivals, special publicatin,
athletic clubs, political clubs,
exhibits. concerts, conferen~
college exchanges, drama produc
tions, debate tournaments, a~
equipment purchases.
Money acquired from the S~
ial Projects Fund is only intend
to supplement normal inC\)
sources, especially for particul
special projects. Grants must
renewed yearly. and will not
disbursed for the promotion
social activities.
THE MEMBERS of the commit
tee are Mr. Baly, chairman,·~
Slate, and Mr. Baker, from II
faculty, and William Brown, '~
James Caesar, '67; Thomas Can
'66; and William Wright, '68.
Savage Social Flicks
To Be Exhumed
At Film Society Revival
A REVIVAL of the warti
comedies of Preston Sturges ~,d
Special Film Series of ten fim
are included in this year's K~
yon Film Society program. n
Film Society, under the leadersa
of John Cocks, '66, will pres~
the films on assorted weeken
throughout the year in Rosse Ha'
THE STURGES REVIVAL
composed of three films mad
during World War II, The Lad
Eve, Sullivan's Travels, an~~~
Great McGinty, which, accorau
to Cocks, "were brilliant slapsti
comedies reminiscent of Ma
Sennett with the added ingrei
rents of serious and sometim
savage social comment."
The Special Film Series
ten includes two films by di
rector Frederico Fellini, Bill a:
La Strada, and a presentatio
entitled "Also, Selected ShO
SUbjects," containing 5 short rea
tures including a fihn sketch
bunny leaders and self-proclaia
genius Hugh Hefner.
SEASON tickets for the SWi
Film Series are available for $6
$1.50 saving under the box oBi
prices.
Alarms and Diversions
In line with its traditional
role as a public servant, The
CoUegian is pleased to an-
nounce, sotto voce, the
scheduling of a surprise Fire
Drill for September 27. Al·
though a specific time has
not yet been set, a decision
is expected shortly from the
office of the Assistant Direc·
lor of Fire Drills (there must
be such a post).
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INCENT KING SPEAKS!
XPLAINS HIS ACTIVITIES
or those interested, here is Mr.
lwb justification for messinq
ee lawn,)
KENYONCOLLEGE DORM
}l.rchiteetural.Description
by Vincent G. Kling
SPIRATIONfor the dormitory
signsprings from Kenyon's tra-
tionalbrand of humanlsm-cem-
asison growth in an atmosphere
at encourages the individual
He recognizing the need for
lerdependenceand commonpur-
".it was decided to build to the
uth of Old Kenyon, on the last
ll1ainingridge ground, to main-
in the coherence of the tight.
it intellectual community
oupedalong the Middle Path.
EREISA PLACEwhere upper
ssmenwill enjoy the school's
imate atmosphere rather than
isolatedoff campus in a new
me.
Herealso is a site that offers a
lingand logical climax to a dor-
torygroup. Just as Hanna and
DnaI'dHalls point up Old Ken,
n on either side to the north,
does the new building lend
gnitudeto its venerable neigh-
r by complementing it on the
tho
LACEMENTof the new living
artersemphasizes Old Kenyon's
th facade with its rich stone
tailing while effectively com-
ting the south campus dorml-
'y group. Ample room for a
r courtyard has been, assured
relocating the road skirting
ipus to a position down the
".he new dormitory has been
nnedas two L-shaped build,
s that set the bounds for a
ny quadrangle, flanking Old
nyon. Rather than being join.
the dormitories are separated
a walkway. Here in effect is
extension of the north-south
is with a dramatic new sight
e into the unfolding country-
'.
IVIDINGTHE DORMITORY
o fulfills the need of having
IIdefined areas for either fra-
nitiesor independent organlza,
»s. Each of the two-story units
uses56 students, with 28 bed-
msevenly divided between the
uallength arms of the L.
oomarrangements have been
signedto emphasize individual;
for their occupants and pr'n-
e a sharp departure from a
rely institutional "cell block"
eroecb. By alternating rooms
to length and width-first one
its long side, the next on its
rt side - variety is achieved
no cost in space. Each two-
n bedroom will contain 160
are feet. Positioning of door.
rs into the rooms has been
ggered to develop a pleasing
'nmetrtcal pattern.
OOMVARIETYis further em-
asteedby pitched ceiling for
and floor rooms. Each room
Uhavea built-in dresser-ward.
e and an individually control-
hot water heating convector
essedbelow the window. There
11be two toilet rooms for each
en-roomwing.
om arrangement also has
mped its mark on exterior
Us. Roomsset on their narrow
es thrust outwards slightly to
akup what would be an other-
selIatsurface--designed to lend
'Ual excitement through the in-
P13yof light and shadow.
TWO-STORY GLASS EN_
sed lounge at the juncture of
arms of the L serves both as
athering place and subtle di-
er between the wings. It fronts
ectlyon the quadrangle, which
Intendedto figure prominently
a center for campus social
nls, and also opens out onto
by Richo:rdSchmidt
RELATONS between Kenyon
College and the village of Gam-
bier are not of the most harmon-
ious kind. The village came into
being as a by-product of the eel-
lege, and its commercial interests
depend heavily on the college.
But a majority of Gambier's year-
round residents today have no of-
flcial connection with Kenyon,
and the friction is between those
who think primarily of Gambier,
a village which happens to have a
college, and those who think pri-
marily of Kenyon, a collegewhich
happens to be located in a villege.
Gambier mayor Leo W. Wolfe,
for example, is reported displeased
with the college's downtown ur-
ban renewal project because he
fears that fun-loving students liv-
ing in the upstairs apartments of
the building complex will turn
the entire business district into a
.. ------------ .... [kind of playground, hanging half-
Sneaky Fitch Picks naked out of dormitory windows
Kenyon os Ideal Ploce To and molesting local girls. On the
other hand, there are college
Die ond live people who wish that the village
council would be more co-oper-
ative towards the college's expan-
sion plans.
UNTIL recently, little effort has
been made to improve this situa-
tion. Mayor Wolfe, whose antag-
onism to practically every college
program in the village is a re-
markable display of consistency,
has presided haplessly over a
council composed predominanUy
of villagers with no college con-
nections. Kenyon's Business Man-
ager Samuel Lord has frequently
appeared at council meetings--
to discuss the college's future
plans with the council, or more
frequently, to explain to an irate
council why he did not consult
it while the plans were still in
the making.
VILLAGE elections are to beld
in November. Council members
serve four-year terms, and due to
and odd ruling by the Ohio state
legislation, four seats come up for
election at one time while the re-
maining two are up two years
later. Four incumbents are seek-
ing re-election this year: William
(Til) Davidson, who is employed
by the college as assistant to
maintenance manager Harry Rob-
erts, and whose knowledge of both
the village and the college has
made him a valuable councilman;
Thomas Strome, a chemical engi-
neer for the Continental Can Co.
in Mount Vernon, whose grasp of
village-college matters has made
him another stabilizing influence;
Charles woouscn. who operates
the village gas station, and Donald
Lehman, an employee of the local
the rear terrace.
The buildings will be made
highly fire resistant, having struc-
tural bearing walls of concrete
block, and poured concrete floor
slabs. A smooth sandstone ven-
eer will face the new dormitories
to complement the facade of Old
Kenyon.
In summary. the principo:l coo-
cern in the design of this resi-
dential complex was to make it a
pelrt of the upper campus in func_
tion and feelioq. This required
finding spacewithin the road loop
rather than without, relating the
new building to Middle Path, and
building it from materials that
retain the mood of Old Kenyon
and the other sandstone struct-
ures. The low, flanking, rectang-
ular wing design does all these
things on a part of the campus
which has been almost forgotten,
and it also completes the setting
for Old Kenyon.
Acton, it is said, never tire of
acting, and a glance at the Hill
Theatre's schedule for the coming
year leaves little doubt that this
will have to be so if the dramatic
program for 1964-65 is to satisfy
the expectations of an audience.
It's to be an ambitious and chat,
lenging year for those who tread
the boards, and an enriching one
for those who find pleasure and
stimulation in an evening at the
theatre. This year, instead of the
usual three major Dramatic Club
productions, there will be four.
As well, there are to be student.
directed one-acts throughout the
year, an intercollegiate one-act
play festival in March at which
Kenyon will host actors from
schools in Ohio, Indiana, Penn-
sylvania, and Michigan, and a Gil-
bert and Sullivan opera in the
spring.
Foremost in our minds at the
present is the coming production
of James Rosenberg's The Death
and Life of Sneaky Fitch, which
will have its world premiere on
October 26th. Rehearsals are al-
ready underway, and rumor has
it that the author will visit Ken-
yon in the near future to insure
that his play will run well enough
to make its world premiere an
event to remember. Mr. Rosen-
burg, who is a professor of dra-
matic literature at Carnegie Tech.,
describes his playas a "farcical
tragedy." Essentially, it is a
satire on the typical western and
on the "Code of the West," the
ethos which has grown out of end,
less retellings of sagebrush sagas
in Zane Gray, pulp magazines, and
television.
In keepinq with the Dramatic
Club's new practice of early cast-
ing, Eugene O'Neill's A Touch of
the Poet is only waiting for a
vacant stage before getting into
serious rehearsal. The play will
appear at the Hill Theatre on
'I'hursday December 2 and will
run the usual five days. A simi-
lar practice will be followed for
Samuel Beckett's Endqame. ap~
pearing March 3, and for Moliere's
Th. ImaqiDary Invalid, which
comes to Gambier on April 21.
A new addition to the Kenyon
theatre's program is a Gilbert and
Sullivan opera. Sponsored by the
College Gilbert and Sullivan So-
ciety, "Patience" will brighten the
stage on Fri., Apr. I and on Satur_
day April 2. A lively and hilari-
uos satire on England's Pre-Raph-
aelites and Oscar Wilde's cult of
the aesthetic, the opera raises a
questioning eyebrow at intellec-
tual pretentiousness and exces-
IS Gambier Ready For Self-Government?
TOWN-GOWN TO CLASH AT POLLS
post office.
IN a normal year, this would be
the end of the story. Village and
college would continue to tolerate
each other and all incumbents
would be re-elected without op-
position. But this is not a normal
year. For once, there will be a
contest at the polls; in addition to
the four incumbents, three chal-
lengers with some knowledge of
both village and college have filed
for election,
my arrival here. I am not run-
ning as an official faculty repre-
sentative or as a 'voice of the
faculty,' but I do feel that it would
be helpful to have someone on the
council who understands faculty
problems. Several people last
spring encouraged me to run for
this reason." Dr. Yow, like Mr.
Edwards, will not campaign.
THIS is the first time in recent
years that one, much less two,
members of the Kenyon faculty
and administration have run for
the village council, and there is
some fear that the two men will
split the vote of the college com-
munity and that neither of them
will be elected. Thus, too many
candidates could deny the college
the voice on the village council
which it sorely needs.
COLLEGE Public Relations Di-
rector Peter Edwards does not
know how many members the
council has and he thinks that
there are only three seats at stake
in the coming election. "There is
an opportunity on the council for
someone from the college," says
Edwards, "especially someonewho
has an idea of what is going on in
the business aspects of the col-
lege. In times past it would have
been helpful i! someone like this
could have explained about the
college building program." This
reporter, admitting his ignorance
concerning Gambier municipal
politics, asked Mr. Edwards to ex-
plain it. "I don't have much of
an idea about how Gambier runs,
either," he replied, "I have never
had an opportunity to read the
articles of incorporation of Gam-
bier, but I suppose they are on
record somewhere." One hopes
they are, and that if elected, Mr.
Edwards will look into this small
matter. "I will do no campaign-
ing. In fact, I would be just as
enthused if someone else _ Dr.
Yow, for instance - were to be
successful."
THE third challenger is Mrs.
Jim Morgan, wife of Gambier's
architect-in-residence. She has
attended council meetings regu-
larly for almost two years as a
representative of the League of
Women Voters. "I'm really on
the fence," says Mrs. Morgan, "I
have no formal affiliation with the
college - I'm one of the villagers.
But I see and work with college
people almost every day. We
should all [ust accept the fact that
the others are here and work to.
gether-,' Mrs. Morgan, the first
woman ever to run for local office
here, is in a unique position to
help harmonize relations between
the village and the college, and
because of her experience with
the League of Women Voters, she
is already very familiar with
council operations.
PERHAPS this recent interest
in local politics signals a happier
era in college-village relations.
The council, now dominated by
village interests, could be a forum
for discussion and a body to help
decide issues which affect both the
village and the college.
DR. FRANKYOW,chairman of
the Kenyon Biology Department,
first became interested in local
politics over a recent zoning dis-
pute when the telephone company
tried to build a large edifice next
to his house. He, too, feels that
there is a place on the council for
a college employee. "For many
years now, there has been no -::=============~
member of the Iaculty on the r
council. Professors Harvey and
Titus have both served on the Vil-
lage council in the past, but no
faculty member has served since
present a puppet performance of
The Bird, of Aristophanes and
Racine's Phaedro:.
The mainteno:ncedepcutment
wishes to inform all tho•• stu-
dent! who find th.iz .ehicle.
irretrivably mired. in the pcuk-
inq puddle tho:t he sen ices of
the college tractor are 0:"011_
able.
sive aesthetic posing. Appearing
in a cast which is not yet rounded
out will be such Gambier lumin-
aries as professors Gerrit Roelofs
and Anthony Bing, private secre-
tary-contralto Dorothy Longaker
and sneering baritone Gard Hazen.
The group hopes that Gilbert and
Sullivan, always entertaining and
fun, will become an annual affair
on the Kenyon stage.
Lookinq o:headto the immediate
future, we find some interesting
events just on the horizon. In
October Kenyon's audience will be
treated to a student-directed one
act, Sorry. Wronq Number, A ..
visit from the Ohio State Univer-
sity Drama Workshop '65 is ex"
pected soon with the performance
of Tiger. Later in the year the
Lectureship Committee will spon4
sol' a rare perfonnance by Mr.
Peter Arnot, professor of classics
at the State University of Iowa
who is also an accomplished pup-
peteer. Combining his skill and
experience in both fields, he will
THE KENYON FILM SOCIETY PRESENTS
SEPTEMBER 26- LONELY ARE THE BRAVE
ROSSE HALL_ 9:30P.M._ SOc
Cominq: OCTOBER1 & 3 - HIGHSIERRAwith Humphrey Boga.rt
Ad".:tis.ment
"
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Surprise Defiance - Almost
"They're Young and They're Green, But They Got
While Defiance's ex-coach was re- while also knocking down numer-
marking "they'll never catch him, ous passes. The Kenyon defense
he's real smart," Jones was mov- allowed Defiance only 16 yards
tng the Kenyon offense to two through the air.
more touchdowns and kept the
team moving all the time. Mixing
his plays very well, Jones kept
the Defiance defense guessing and
ran with great ability, while he
passed to Bucky Williams and
freshman halfback Dave Ulery for
touchdowns.
The Lords did not deserve to
lose to Defiance but do not try to
tell that to Defiance's fleet haU-
backs, Ben Davis and Gerald
Smith. Running like Nance and
Little, Davis and Smith sparked
Defiance's offense which amassed
407 yards on the ground. Davis
rambled for 208 yards, highlighted
by runs of 60 and 80 yards and
scored three touchdowns. Smith
gained 88 yards in seven carries
while outracing the Kenyon de-
fenders.
ONE OF THE MOST impressive
aspects of Kenyon's fine perform-
ance was the outstanding job done
by the freshmen in their first col-
lege game. Big Steve Ryan, a 220
pound fullback, showed great
promise bulljng his way over the
Defiance defenders to average bet-
ter than ten yards per carry. The
defensive secondary, thought to
be the big question inark, was out.
standing as freshmen Jeff Kelly
and McCormick manned the half-
back posts. Kelly, comparatively
slight in size, butted heads with
the best Defiance could throw
against him and came out on top
DEFIANCE'S huge 250 pound
animals went through their warm-
ups growling like Big Ten beasts
and it seemed as if Kenyon would
have a lot more to deal with than
the heat. The first quarter, how-
ever, was to prove this partially
fallacious as both teams butted
heads unsuccessfully until Ken-
yon's Paul McCormick, tall, lanky
freshman, picked off a Yellow-
Jacket pass and raced 19 yards to
the Defiance 4. Buck Williams,
Kenyon's junior right halfback,
displaying dazzling broken field
running, cut off right tackle, cut
back inside and moved the ball 22
yards to the Defiance 15. Gam-
bling on fourth down, big, left-
end Jim Rattray made a leaping THINGS are so completely new on the Kenyon football team that
grandstand catch of a John Rutter even suiting up for the game is a different operation from last year.
pass on a slant-in pattern and For home matches, the Lords will use purple jerseys with purple-and-
Kenyon led 6-0 as the conversion white sear-a-str-iped sleeves. The effect is something like the opening
was blocked. of the op-art show at the Metropolitan last year. As one player ex-
The Lords held the lead until plained it, "when we do jumping-jacks before the game, it'll really
midway in the second quarter razzle-dazzle 'em."
when a couple of bad breaks al- Changing the style of the uni-
lowed Defiance to score. The big- forms won't win games, but it
gest loss, however, was the injury will contribute to Coach Hank
to Kenyon's rugged middle line- Johnson's all-out effort to start
backer Bob Sledd, who suffered anew after last year's disastrous
torn ligaments in the action. The 0-8 season. "Everything is new
heat seemed to bog down the this year - our practice schedules,
Lords' offense and Defiance took our uniforms, our offensive and
advantage of some great running defensive alignments, the majority
to score again with only 24 sec- of our personnel, and, most irnpor-
ends left in the half. tant, our attitudes," said Johnson,
a rugged, silver-haired gentleman
THE HEAT became a major fac- who at least looks like a football
tor during the second half as the
length of the quarters was cut to caoch. Johnson's hopes depend in
12 minutes and several players large part upon the talents of John
were unable to continue. Quarter- Rutter, last year a stylish halfback
back John Rutter suffered from and this year a convert quarter-
heat prostration in what seemed to
back. The versatle, 5-11, 188-
be a bad break for Kenyon but
turned out to be a great break for pound Rutter carried the ball last
a young man named Jeff Jones. year 46 times for a 3.3-yard aver-
The Lords' curly hired, good na- age, caught 27 passes and punted
tured sophomore quarterback, for a 39-yard average. Last week,
who had been virtually left out of against Defiance, Rutter proved he
the picture when Rutter was
switched to quarterback, came off can move the team, as the Lords
the bench and moved Kenyon's exploded for 300~yards and four
new offense like a real veteran. touchdowns in a 34-28 defeat.
NEW LORDS LOOK OP
by Floyd Linton
by Warren Diven
THE "NEW LOOK" Kenyon
football team opened the 1965
season a totally different ball club
from the previous year: colorful
new uniforms, an exciting new
razzle-dazzle offense, a multitude
of new faces, and a fresh invigor-
ating spirit. The only holdover
from previous Kenyon teams was
the final outcome, as the Lords lost
undeservingly to Defiance Col-
lege, 34-28.
The game took place in blister-
ing 95 degree heat at the new
semi-completed Defiance Alumni
Field where the visiting team's
phone is perched atop a telephone
pole behind the bench. It was
Dedication Day at Defiance and
the teams entered the field amidst
a flurry of cannon shots from the
Theta Zi's gun, music provided by
Teamsters local 20, and long lines
of newly arrived freshmen sport-
ing purple and orange beanies and
signs on their backs proclaiming
their names and home towns.
The Moxie"-Coach Johnson
Any comment on the new Ken-
yon offense can at this time carry
nothing but the highest praise.
With two competent quarterbacks
at the helm in Rutter and Jones,
and great running by all the Ken-
yon backs the Lords rambled for
over 200 yards on the ground and
over 100 yards in the air. Rutter
led all rushers with 65 yards while 11
sophomore fullback Steve Watts
drove through the Defiance line
for 41 yards. Jones added an ad-
ditional 30 yards running the op-
tion on end sweeps to perfection.
The air attack is vastly improved
and while Rutter and Jones may
not throw bullets, they are accur-
ate and completed over 50% of
their passes. Bucky Williams and
Jim Rattray have developed into
excellent receivers with fine hands
and excellent moves.
Bill Brown - Achilles Tendencies,Tomorrow's home opener is
against the Earlham Quakers of
Richmond, Indiana. Earlham is
one of the stronger teams Kenyon
play against. However, they lost
many lettermen from last year's
highly successful squad, which
trounced Kenyon, 41-7. Earlham
lacks experience at quarterback
and their line averages less than
195 pounds. The Quakers start
tomorrow's game as the favorite,
but the score should be closer than
last year's lop-sided debacle.
The New York Mets have a pitcher named Tug McGra
(who once beat Sandy Koufax) who gives haircuts in
locker-room. The Cleveland Browns' Frank Ryan has a Ph,
in mathematics. The San Francisco 4gers' f1ankerback Bern
Casey is an abstract-expressionist painter. The Keny
Lords' co-captain and star offensive tackle, Bill Brown, is
classics major. Only at Kenyon, one might say, could y
find an earnest young man who can translate Virgil and bl
like a run-away chariot.
WLLIAM BROWN, a six-foot, 200-pound junior, is fr
Lancaster, Ohio, via Mercersburg Academy. Lancaster w
also the hometown of another Kenyon great of two years a
quarterback Mike Wood, the sawed-off slinger who led ~
Ohio Conference in passes that year. Before practices, Bro
(called "Brownie" by his teammates) lounges around the fie
house in sneakers, jeans and T-shirt; the effect is quite 01'1
powering, for Brown has a physique comparable to Achill
Interviewing him is somewhat difficult, however, for Bro
is pretty shy and retiring, and he really looks studious, wi
close-cropped blond hair and steel-rimmed glasses. Bro
is unsure about his academic future, because during his fr
man and sophomore years Brown had only "3.5 average
but only by the grace of the gods."
Well, the old boys on Mount Olympus have been shin'
on Brownie's pigskin exploits as well. On any given Sat
day this fall, Kenyon's Achilles of the Gridiron, Bill Bro
No. 75, or rather, LXXV, can be seen savagely opening holes'
the opposing line for Kenyon's halfbacks.
Kenyon plays out of what John-
son calls a run-and-shoot offense,
actually kind of a wide-open dou-
ble-wing T, with both ends flank-
ed wide and two backs in motion.
This type of offense is especially
geared to the talents of Rutter
and his swift backfield colleagues,
Lee Van Voris and Bucky Wil-
liams, two sub-fifty second quat-
ter-milers. Fullback is manned
by Steve Watts, a hard-hitting
sophomore.
The problem for Johnson seems
to be defense, where he has talent
but must somehow make it
jell. Characteristically, the Lords
are playing out of a new align-
ment-four rushing linemen, four
linebackers and three defensive
backs. Defensive signals are call-
ed by Bob "Crush" Sledd, a 6-0,
200-pound mauler from the Mon-
tana backwoods. The defensive
line will hurt considerably by the
loss due to injury of Steve "Wally"
Crocker, a 6-2, 220-pound bassi 1-
voiced tackle who hit like a
freight train. Crocker's loss is be-
ing offset somewhat by freshmen
Charley Mills and Bob Falken-
stine, two ex-Mount Vernon Yel-
low Jackets, who are short on ex-
perience, but who may be sangu-
ine enough to make up [or it.
This year the Lords don't appear
to be a bunch of patsy Par-limen-
tarians. If, with all their newness
and enthusiasm, they can some-
how learn how to win, a magical
process after a ten-game losing
streak, they might have a fairly
good year.
_F.S.L
•John Rutter
shows it's
easier to qo
by air
•Linemen,
however,
prefer
stayinq close
10 Ihe earth.
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C I V I L RIGHTS ON TWO COASTS
AMERICAN DREAM MISINTERPRETED IN WATTS HELL W'th H I H I
by Cad Thayler terest rates far above the average. him for a suspect, a friend of mine I aryou n ar em
05 ANGELES is a dull town, Their salesman go door to door called a lawyer. The police had by Terry Robbins I Many nights were spent in con-
in its way, it is analagous to with a pitch, an illegal tactic. broken the lock on his front door terence with interested parents
French playwright Antonin You're told how to acquire rur- and had barged in without a war- ,F"lmmost of. us IhgU'hss.it began and kids. There was something
, li f' rant. 'I'he racket •• ared his wife a an pressrve c urc m a resi- dishear-tening; however, about t~-LId's Theatre of Violence, in mture, app ances, etc., or Just a • '" L ... '" "'.... '" '" d tal seen f Q W h d ~.... ......... u", '-' LJ
h the spectators are called few bucks a week ... just by who jumped out of bed and ran en a sec ron a ueens. e a ing to convince a mother to keep
to perform violent acts, signing a paper. You agree be~ naked into the bathroom while responded to a flyer requesting all her son in school when her hua-
,by completing the action. cause, Hell, doesn't everybody the cops fixed her in the beams interested persons to attend a band wasn't working and she had
k I ' own such things? For one or more of their flashlights and comment- meeting about working with to carry the load of supportingwholespectacle ta es p ace In HARYOU. Few of us knew what
cuJ.ar area approximately the years, your payments are on time. ed in a manner hardly befitting three children herself. Her boy,
L1etteof Los Angeles. And in One day they're not. And the men the guardians of our person and HARYOU u Lh',t that point. But
f
like most others seventeen and
the spectators hold the cent- from the store or finance company dignity. When my friend's law. we came to a meeting, ten 0 younger, were bored with school
CORleand repossess everything yer was consulted, he advised, us. And a lean, tall Negro got up and an existence outside school
""', d f th It' k "For-get ," Bring charges agams and began to talk, He told us which was, to My the least, excru-lville created Ahab and the an , or many mon s a er, a e ,-n <> ... L ... ~ .... " somethi g bout Harlem a d the ., ....
th . ht h half your paycheck." them and expect to be hauled into n a ,n ciatingly confining. They "turned
le so that ey mig ave If 'N M' ,',,'1 arter every disturbance in problems kids faced there every on" pot because it was fun', it waht in space. Likewise, L. A. you re a egro or a exican ....." L" day The rate of rna ij ok .,
I d d hrt or just poor and do not under- your neighborhood. Can your' r uana sm - "where it's at." They cut school
IS Disney an ,an a s me stand, as the store does, such bank account absorb the days of ing was up. The number of jail- because they didn't really believe
d Hollywood Wax Museum, ings and school drop-outs was up.
I . things as contracts, you are very work you'll miss? They'll wear education was going to do them
re this summer saw a SIgn tl d Y"U down, I, ,'t worth Jrt" My The number of Harlem youths re- any good. They didn't really b,.
,d,quately conceptualizes us; nea y screwe . v u ~..... spondj g to job tralnt g was
J' d h jamil -,-" u n u u I..l In ~ lieve that they would ever get outnd: "See the Last Supper and ALSO, many charges of police rren as a ami y 0 suppor ,. down. 'His lack of emotional flag
"Lately," writes the American . of Harlem. Sometimes they laugh.
gaatles." brutality originate from the Watts 1 . ht L R . J ften al waving for the 'righteousness of ed at our attempts to convince
ONESS' A"','" 't"P' "ea. Demand· f"" a ",'vili'n p~_ p aywng e 01 ones, 0 -"1' ht ' ded f
N III m"'.... ~ u ~ ~ v. '- u lied with Artaud, "I have become CIVI rIg s remm me 0 a them that school might be worth~
e Pacific. Landlessness, the lice review board, of the kind that one with the philosophers of party I had a.ttended the summer while, that times were changing.
rican SPACE Herman Mell- has been established in Roches~ d" before, at which the head of Long But sometimes they listened. And
was an outrider of, begin at tel' and Philadelphia, have been ne~ AND 0 M SPONTANEOUS Island Congress of Racial Equality one listener made a week of fail~
oat of the benches in Venice, voiced continually, to no avail. Of vioence is a co~on place of our had commented: "I'm not going to ure abnost worth it.
burb of L.A. apparently de~ the extent to which brutality and lives. Nobody who witnessed Jack give :rou a speech. I'm ~o bus.y Around the middle of the sum~
d for the aged who come sadism can properly be charged Ruby plug Oswald will find much ",:orkmg for what I. believe IS mer we heard about Watts. Our
to die. Each day they face to the L.A. Police Department I to excite them in Jones or L.A. rIght. I'd rather Sit ~round a personal reactions were varied,
tiness do not know. But I have been tabl d find s e 01 t tha
emp . Violence has dulled our senses; e an . am s u lOns n and we called together a bunch of
. is.a playground for the joy~ acquainted on more than one occa~ it is useless to our lives as a pro- try to con,vmce yo~ that there are people _ children, parents, in
to come and make the scene. sion with their occurence. Failing perty, theatrical or otbel'Wise. problems.' That Idea was to. be work and out of work _ to kick
NOles big here. Hundred~ to pay a traffic fine once, I was In L.A., the stage reaches the twhetknhemeot thbe
j
summe~ activl
th
ty. the issue around. It became clear
r·u·night hookers can be con- jailed in Van Nyes, a section shores of the Pacific, a flat, glass e . ew pro ems eXIsted; . e that there was no surprise in any
d in a place called "The where a huge ne-on cross illumi- and concrete O. qhUestlOnwas how to cope With of the Harlem residents. They
en of Allah," at the same bar nates an old Spanish mule trail . t em. knew it would come somewhere.
F·t Id' 1 k' g' to and rows of used~car lots and Dis- d f k'e 1 zgera sa, 00 m m On the first ay 0 wor , some- They began talking agout the New
essness. cotheques where dancers wearing '6ger Revl'ewsRush time early in June, the seven men York riots of a year ago; how
VITATION topless bathing suits Frug for en- d th k' thSTANDING IN : by Joe Bainton an ree women wor mg on e everyone had talked about a long,
hibb , h tertainment. Iwas thrown into the ted ' fBaby, Go. A s 0 et , program congrega In front 0 a hot summer, how Jimmy Powell',nk wh,," 1m" N"g"" b "ARCHON isn't really what
tedfrom automobiles by Neg- , " a" LV oy vacant store at l29th St. and Lex- got shot; how things just seemed
who told m,"f h," ,~~"'~t "n "pen people say iUs," some fine Archon
passingthrough Watts during u """", v U ington Avenue. We were greeted to happen after that. No one was
B b B charges while walking in a white rush chairman said to a prospec- b L' In J 'iot: Burn, a y, urn. y mco ones, our superVIsor, sorry about the riot, except that
yOI' Yorty and the legislating neighborhood. They can hold you tive rushee. By the same token a the man who was supposed to it took so many lives. I think
in L A for 72 h·u~~ ~~ "'pe Beta in the same capacity inform_
des expressed surprise when .. ., L~ on ..... v n know how things were to get their reactions fell into two cate-
h 1 t f charge. This gives the cops a ed him that, "The Betas have all d W 'ed th ,th'w a e came 0 sur ace. one. e soon earn a mgs gories: understanding, and sym~,,",'ng t" pl,y many v,·,'a,,'"n~ sorts of guy" no' J'ust ,·ocs." And
Is," they said, "has palm ". v L U ~ got done only by hard work and pathy. They understood that ther' 't t t P k d upon. In one favorite gimmick, so went the rush parties. th f t f '1 F th . h
mmg 1 s s ree s. rovo e h I 'I Nevertheless the native hues of ra er requen al ures. or e rlOts ad a cause, that the prob-
oesmight riot in Harlem, but t ey re ease you, wait untl your next three months the vacant lem was not how awful the riot
f""' tou"'he~ 'h, ., " ""' t the various divisions managed tos," they said, "has palm"v ..." ~ I' e , .,,~ rres store became our office. Ten was but how the problems that
" St ~'b 'ld' you and whisk you off to another shine through. When this rushee bl k f H 1 be. ucco apa. "men U1 mgs oc soar em came our caused the riot, the bigotry, injus-
1
"
Uk EDEN station house. There are enough walked into the door of Psi U he "t 't " W t d t kcarry appe a IOns e ern ory. e se own 0 wor . tice, and brutality could be pre-
ARADISE R 't station houses in L.A. to sustain first encountered that great Ken~ Th' b k. ats are a rarl y e JO s were numerous: wor ~ vented in the future. And theya ·uP""t ,'n'" "bliv"" Th' f,11 yon institution, Bob Sledd, m,g-atts, an area almost entirely '" ".. v v un. ow ing in playgrounds, giving out sympathized with a community
I t d b N I, b I met had been shuffled between nificently adorned in his black . f t kid d h 'a e y egroes, ymg e- m ormation 0 s an t elr par_ that was driven to the desperateth·ee ,',,'1' An 'x "p I m,t , Id leather J'acket, brilliantly accent-
n downtown L. A., where the' ~. -..u 0 ents about available jobs, visiting extreme of rioting, only to find
leaves and returns each day me that the treatment is called ed by his gold earing. Following school boards and many, many that their own places of work and
""ou",·ng 'h, b" g' "K close on Bob's heels was "smiling"e Firestone Tire and Rubber • '" va les. eeps homes. The whole idea was to buying had been destroyed in the
them on their , ....<>~ Floyd Linton of the Collegian
any, and Gardenia, a lunch ",",0. stimulate some kind of enthusiasm process. Perhaps no one said itstaff. Floyd was intringuing. Not
erversion of Las Vegas. Rats THE KID SAID that his wife within the youth of Harlem for quite that way, but one motherhalf as intriguing about Psi U
are, police are not. must be worried out of her head', taking advantage of whatever op- put it: "The thing has t' happen.as was a certain anonymous A.D.
t everybody was surprised he had been denied the customary, portunity there was, as well as You get pushed, you shove back.Barry Bergh, illustrious leader
Negro crowds fired stores phone calL When a guard entered try to find out how the problems As hard as you can. Then, whenof the DKE'S, also sponsor of the
Central Avenue-members the corridor, I asked permission facing Harlem could be solved. its over, you cry 'cause there justworthy "Selp Help" program, in-
Public Defenders office least to use the phone. So did my J'ail- We quickly found out that the aint nothin' else left to do butformed this rushee that, "I really
One member of the office mate. R""'uest granted, we fol- easiest way to find out what was cry. The talk lasted six hours,
'"'"I "cawn'tn say about the DKE
e, one week before the riot, lowed the cop to an office where I bugging the people was to go and exhausting for all of us. But therooms, for I have just moved into
the majority of complaints was told to make my call first. ask them. And, visiting the vari- fact that we had communicated,the president's suite on the top
with her by citizens of Watts When I finished, r handed the flool'." Incidentally the rooms are ous tenements in .our ten block complained, laughed, and wept
rned the sanguina'Mt prac~ ph"ne to the kid. "Wh""'," the cop area, I personally found the people together in that six hours was
• ~ V '-'V rather nice.
of certain stores and finance said, "not so fast." He asked the to be very responsive. Lunches in enough. With problems still fac~Undoubtedly the brothers of A.
nics located in the area- Negro if he didn't live all the way school (suposedly provided free ing HARYOU, Harlem, and all ofL. O. are the warmest people on
me stores left gutted a week to Hell in Watts. The kid said of charge), cost thirty cents a day, America, I went home happy th"campus. Or should it be said that
She said, "Do'WIl there that he did. "That's a long dis- the sisters of the brothers are the one angry mother pointed out. night. And the next morning we
ts) stores raise prices and in- tance," the cop said, "Cant let you Another comment came in about went back to work again.
warmest people? r~;;';';;;;;~;;'';;;;;~;;::;;;;;;;~~-;use tax-payers' money to call out a boy interrogated for seven hours
there. The money'd have to come WITHER RUSH? by policemen because he had been
from you, pocket, ,nd, as I re~ ( . standing on a corner at 11:00 oneContinued from page 1)
b 'b k " nigh',
mem er, you re ro e. eral mialeading impressions of The lists of complaints became
As an incident, not remarkable their future at the schooL With
for its brutality or sadism, it is the new. indep.nden' up-ela .. almost too extensive to cope with.
... r~· W eeded . tt' th f across from the Hill
only an anecdote, really, of the dorms a building, the frMhmen e succ m ge mg .e reell,,=====::c========~
L.A. scene and the rapport to ex- feel that the administration is lunch program rea~ practiced at
pect from the police if you're making a Itrong effort to de.in- the l35th street public school. We
black in L.A. I am reminded, too, stitutioncdize the fraternity ays. succeeded a~others, too. And ~n
that in this American city Negroes tern, emphasizing instead the many occasions we found t e
have it better than any place else. manifold comforta of indepen. doors of. a grocery or hardware
You might want to know why denc~. store which ha~ overcharged for
anyone having a legitimate griev- Another explanation offered to years ~Iammed 10 our faces. But
=2222=======~I most Important, we got to com~ance against the police doesn't more or leu general aqreement . . ..'"e. gh th " t A th t,' f h munlcate With the kIds m Harlem,pursue 1 HrOU e Cvur s. n- was e c:o~en 10n 0 .some t at and their parents. That was
other anecdote will explain this the compleXion of entenn9 classes h t· ta ta k
unspoken segment of the L.A. has seriously altered in recent were. our mos Impor nt s
legal code. years. with the result that inc:om. -,om_
C
'Olli_'_--;:-'-_-;-_-'---:C:-"7"
AFTER AN ENCOUNTER with ing students are of the type that meenn9. or ·'lhowdown" with the
two police officers who mistook is less conditioned to the social Oaccid freshman class. It was
program offered by the fratet'_ thought that any luch effort would
nities. Cited as evidence of this be futile.
SU5pec:ted new attitude was the Like the c:itilens of New York
he5itancy of those fr&llhmen who in their analog-ous c:riais, the fra-
DID attend rush parties. ternity men herre no solution at
Reliable sources report that the present for the dlmution of the
interfraternity officialdom dis- formerly abundant pledge reser-
counted the feasibility of a tiDal voir.
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PAGING IN THE LIBRARY
also came under consideration. It
was agreed that the paging privi-
lege had been abused last year,
particularly by students who
would have other students paged,
rather than going to look for
them. The council considered
eliminating paging altogether, or
restricting it to long distance tele-
phone calls and administrative
use. The approved recommenda-
tion was in favor of the second,
long distance calls and adminis-
trative use, with the possibility of
other use under "unusual" cir-
cumstances at the discretion of
the librarian on duty.
Frosh Endure Orentation
(Continued from paqe I)
actoua grip, a huge bear-hug
the ideas and traditions I h a
sketched. The tenacity of hig a.
and the fervor of his hug w
"matched, however, by the un
tainty of his understanding
what he so heroically held. !
change the metaphor to one of
own choosing, he was a patriar
by instinct, and intended his p
ressors and students to be llk
sheep, docile, often foolish, ar
gone astray, but always susce
ib'le to his paternal wish and
rule of his shepherd's staff. Ev
for his awn day, he was old·fas
ioned and quaintly earnest, a ge
uine romantic possessed by .
ideal, but half understand~
what his imagination and II
held up before him."
COUNCIL CONVENES
(Continued from paqe 1)
The proposed system, recommend·
ed unanimously by the council,
would allow the librarian to as-
sign space on unused bookshelves
to students for extended. periods
of time. In this way, it is possible
for students to leave books in the
library without tying up a large
number of carrels.
BOYER LAMENTED the waste
involved when students take more
than they can eat, and then leave
it. He proposed. a seconds line,
so that students could have unlim-
ited refills without as much waste.
He also reported that the wheels
are in motion for a new and more
attractive menu board. He report-
ed further that he is looking into
the possibility of making the food
line at lunches less awkward, and
into the possibility of improving
the service of the Saga waiters.
Professor Roelofs described
college generally "in terms of til
struggle to be free not only f
the autocratic control of erd
iast.ical authority and dogma,
also, ... from the violence
gross individualism and factiOn!
ism." Speaking of Kenyon's v
sian of student freedom, he w
ed potential critics, "No one ~'
bite your head off if you dare
question the status quo with w
and imagination, but there
sharp teeth if you are dull."
Mr. Roelofs concluded with
moving reading of W. B. Yea
ARRGH! Kenyon's own Officer Cundidate Chris Gaday takes a Lapis Lazuli, his somber reg'
touqh stance ogainst the cameramon cr the Morine Officer's Troining clearly conveying the poet's w
Comp in Quantico, Va. Upon graduation, young Gaday will receive ing of mortality.
o second-Iooey's gold bars in the United Stotes Marine Reserve. When -"------'-'------
in civies, however, Gazlay is 0 junior and 0 Phi Kap,
a new, enlarged gas station of inevitable "How many?". Pulling
singularly mediocre design and out a boxful, he simply said, "A
are already open for business, ex- hell of a lot." On leaving h~s den,
we found that our own vehicle
cept when it rains. For Art Ar_ had, mercilessly and of course in-
nold, life goes on as before except eluctably, been tagged. So much
for the fact that he now works as for progress. WITH NOTICEABLE G
a clerk in the store of his one-I;::==============~IDr. Lund announced that'
time competitor, J i ill Hayes. money trap has been sprung."
Cheer up Art! Sometime in the thereupon reported the third
not-too-distant future BUCK and Classified in tuition in three years, to be
your new Food Emporium will acted next year. And, if the
O t B 0 ht T Th AS A SPECIAL SERVICEpen 0 rig er omorrows. e ey trap springs with expected
1 dr t f t t ,,, d id TO ITS READERS, THE KEN-aun oma un or una e"", eCI - or, the use of the college facili'
d t t 1 te f th d ti YON COLLEGIAN WILLe no 0 re oca or e ura IOn during the customarily idle SUI
of th BUCK 0 t d ulled FORTHWITH RUN A SEC-e projec an P "'U mer months may be at hand
clean out of Gambier. TION OF CLASSIFIED AD-
VERTISING. IN A GRAVER MOMENT,5
ONE DOLLAR PUTS YOUR president seemed to indicate IS
AD IN GAMBIER'S MOST Bexley Hall, the graduate the
WIDELY READ COLLEGE logical seminary, may run ill
NEWSPAPER. CONTACT troubled waters, bringing itcla
DEN NY O'CONNELL 0 R to demolition. This may be i
CALL EXTENSION 289. year of decision for Bexley,"I
said. "And Dean Thorpe and
will face it together."
TO CONCLUDE. Dr. Lund e
ed the multitude to assist
"springing the trap of pSj'cl
totalism."
College Opens 142nd Til
(Continued from page II
with seriousness. The Presid
characterized all this activity
"expanding our cultural
dews."
The council was treated to an
address on the food situation at
Kenyon by Saga Food Service lo-
cal chief Bill Boyer. Boyer, pre-
viously with Kalamazoo College,
brought in a series of recommen-
dations for improvement now un-
der consideration by his superiors
in Saga and the Kenyon adminis-
tration.
1964 MG~B Roadster - com-
plete equipment, excellent con-
dition - 397-2511, 4:30 to 6:30
P.M.
AFTER BOYER LEFT, the
council considered several recom-
medations for Peirce Hall, chiefly
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